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      Chapter 20,21,22  
Black Beauty by Anna Sewell 

(Heinle Illustrated Classics) 
 

 

 

Answer the questions. 

 
1.  Which quote BEST states the main idea of chapter 21? 

a. “There was one man I hoped would buy me.” 
b. “The first thing they did was pull my mouth open.” 
c. “A horse fair may be fun for people, but it is very serious business for a horse.” 
d. “On the surface, {my new groom] seemed like a good enough fellow who  
       liked horses.” 

 
 
2.  Which event happens LAST in chapter 22? 

a. Black Beauty meets the Barker family. 
b. Jerry Barker has a loving family and takes care of his horses. 
c. Black Beauty and Captain become friends. 
d. Black Beauty gets used to being a city cab horse. 

 
 
3.  Circle the things that were considered in choosing Black Beauty at the fair. 

 
color the eyes useful-looking skin condition 

 
sway in the back mouth spotted height  

 
healthy legs full tail strong past owner 
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4.  List details on the chart below that describes Black Beauty’s masters. 

 
BLACK BEAUTY’S MASTERS 

 
    ch.20- Mr. Barry ch. 22- Jeremiah Baker 

 
 

__________________     _________________ 
__________________     _________________ 
__________________     _________________ 
__________________     _________________ 

 
 
5. Write a 5-8 sentence paragraph describing these two masters using the topic  
    sentence, “Unlike Black Beauty’s groomers, his masters Mr. Barry and Jeremiah (Jerry) 
    Baker were kind and treated him well.” (use this as your first sentence) 
 

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

6.  Jeremiah Baker has a little girl named Dolly?   Who else has a Dolly?  True or False. 

____ a LA Zoo elephant 

____Michael Jordan 

____Mrs. Browning 

____Sally in the cartoon, “Sally and Friends” 

 
 



 

 

Chapter 20,21,22 Vocabulary 
Black Beauty 

 
 

1.  bran (164):  pieces of grain husk separated from flour after milling 

2.  neglect  (169):  fail to care for properly 

3.  well built  (170):  a person who is large and strong 

4.  hard-looking (170):  appearing tough; hard face without gentleness, softness 

5.  on the spot  (172):  immediately; without delay 

 

 

horse cab 

 

 


